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The cantatas of Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) 
represent the culmination of more than a century of 
Italian secular cantata composition. Although 
overshadowed by the immense popularity of the 
Neapolitan opera, the cantata served as the ideal 
medium for the experimentation with and the perfection 
of new musical techniques. Thus, while Scarlatti 
himself \'las far better known for his operas, his 
1 
numerous cantatas are historically of more special 
musical significance. 
Although Scarlatti's cantatas are distinguished by their 
beauty and craftsmanship, only a very few have been edited 
in modern published editions. This is despite the fact that 
almost eight hundred of Scarlatti's cantatas are knol'ln to 
exist in manuscript form. These have been exhaustively 
indexed by Edwin Hanley in an unpublished Yale University 
dissertation, "Alessandro Scarlatti's Cantate da Camera: A 
Bibliographic Study" (196J). However, the forthcoming com~ 
iv 
plete edition of them lies years in the future. 
A manuscript containing a few dozen of Scarlatti's 
cantatas is owned by the Boston Public Library. This thesis 
presents a transcription of four of these cantatas. These 
four, previously unpublished and chosen because of their 
certain authenticity, are: Amor, Mitilde e morta; Crudo amor, 
empie stelle; Fiero acerbo destin; and Il genio di ~1iti1de 
non v•~. The transcription conforms to modern editorial 
practice, and presents one realization of the figured basses. 
This required investigation of scribal practices of that time 
which differed from those of tod?Y and performance prac-
tices which were not indicated in the manuscript. Further-
more, these cantatas are not fully figured at all, and the 
figures given often indicate the notes of the voice line 
rather than the harmony. 
This thesis also contains a critical commentary on the 
transcription to facilitate further research. In addition, 
there is a survey of previous scholarship on Scarlatti's 
cantatas, the most basic and elaborate work here being by 
Edward Dent in his monograph first published in 1905. Back-
ground material on the cantatas in general is also contained 
in the thesis, as well as comments on the style of these 
four cantatas in particular. 
It is hoped that this thesis, by making these cantatas 
accessible for performance and research, will increase real-
ization of the excellence of Scarlatti's cantatas and encourage 
further work on them. 
To my brother 3enny, 
v 
for guarding my homeland 
while I was away. 
vi 
Preface 
There are seven hundred and eighty three cantatas of 
Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) known to exist. 1 Of these 
only a few dozen have been transcribed in modern published 
editions, despite their acknowledged beauty and craftsman-
ship. His musical qualities are recognized from his well-
known operas, and cantatas often demonstrate a higher level 
of excellence than operas. This is due in part to the fact 
that the audience of the cantatas was more selective and 
that the cantatas, as smaller-scale compositions,. were the 
most suitable medium for experimentation in techniques and 
in emotional expression. In view of the small number of 
Sca~latti•s cantatas available in published editions, any 
transcription of even a few of them contributes to their 
accessibility. 
There are a few dozen of these unpublished cantatas 
found in the manuscript collection at the Boston Public 
Library. 2 I chose four out of them whose authenticity is 
certain and which did not suffer greatly from scribal errors 
in their transmission. Because of the manuscript's fine 
condition and the small number of scribal errors, and 
because this thesis does not atte~pt to present an authortta-
tive edition of these cantatas, other manuscripts were not 
1 Edwin Hanley, "Alessandro Scarlatti's Cantate da Camera: 
A Bibliographic Study" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Yale University, 1963), p. 13. 
2 Call number M )60.10. 
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consulted. In a final and authoritative transcription, of 
course, all extant manuscripts of a cantata will have to be 
compared and the most reliable reading ascertained. 
This thesis, then, presents a transcription of four of 
the cantatas together with the author•s realization of the 
figured basses. In order to make the transcription useful 
for further research and more reliable as a text for per-
formance, the transcription has been provided with a critical 
commentary. Thus, the performer or researcher can deter-
mine exactly what the manuscript's original reading was and 
the reasons for changing it in the transcription. It is 
hoped that this thesis will make these four cantatas more 
easily accessible, both for research and for performance. 
I would like to express my appreciation towards my 
thesis supervisors for their kind help and assistance in 
preparing this thesis. In particular, I wc~ld like to ex-
press my gratitude for Dr. Murray Lefkowitz's guidance. He 
first pointed out to me the existence of manuscripts of these 
beautiful cantatas in the Boston Public Library and shared 
with me part of his extensive experience in editing music. 
I would also like to thank the Graduate School of Boston 
University for g~anting me graduate assistantships during 
the years 1971-73, which enabled me to pursue my studies 
tm-;ard the master's degree. 
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BACKGROUNDS OF THE ITALIAN CHAMBER CANTATA 
The Italian cantata began primarily as a secular form, 
and was called on that account cantata da camera; consequently 
it differed from its German counterpart which was almost 
exclusively a sacred form. The Italian chamber cantata grew 
out of the tradition of song long rooted in Italian culture; 
the word ncantatan_comes from the Italian verb cantare, mean-
ing nto sing". The vocal chamber cantata, especially that 
for solo voice, realized its tremendous potential for develop-
ment in the seventeenth century. This was due to the super-
iority attained by singers over instruments. Singers had 
better techniques and produced better tone-quality than any 
instrument of the seventeenth century. Indeed, they possessed 
a high level of musicianship. The old Greel: principle that 
the function of music is to express the words of the poet 
in song was shared both by the Renaissance madrigal and the 
Italian cantata, the former establishing a foundation for 
the latter. 
In madrigals of Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) from his 
fifth and sixth books of madrigals, forerunners and similar-
ities to cantatas may be found. Nor was there any clear 
boundary between madrigals and cantatas. Alfred Einstein 
considered the madrigals with a basso continuo (but not those 
with basso seguente) as transitional forms which are no 
2 
longer madrigals but "not yet full-fledged cantatasn. 1 
The first attempts at a cantata form, according to 
Alfred Einstein, appear in some settings by Monteverdi of 
sonnets, mostly Sonetti boscherecci by Giambattista Marini, 
which are not exactly cantata texts, but which do have dra-
matic and lyric sections alternating with narrative ones. 2 
Monteverdi set the narrative sections as choral recitatives, 
but gave the dialogues and other lyric and dramatic sections 
to solo voices, thus anticipating the composite form of the 
cantata.3 
Despite the fact that expressing text by means of music 
was the original aim of the Italian madrigal and its related 
forms, the text soon became subordinate to the music. 
Reaction to this appeared at the beginning of the seventeenth 
century in the efforts to seek a new adjustment between 
text and music. IYl France at an earlier time, a "union" 
I between text and music was the basic idea of musigue mesuree 
of Claude Le· Jeune ( 1528-1600) , Jacques Haudui t (1557 -1627) 
and others, and in Italy, it was the basic theory of the 
Florentine Camerata, who practiced it in their monodies. 
Although the Italian cantata counteracted the achievement of 
monody by freeing music from such "unionn and subordination 
1 Alfred Einstein, The Italian Hadrigal (New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1971), II, 862. 
2 Ibid., p. 863. 
Also see discussion of influence of dialoghi, p. 3. 
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to text, at the same time, it adopted from monody other basic 
principles. One of these principles is the form of strophic 
variations found frequently in the early cantata. In this 
form, the melody of the voice is accompanied by a few recur-
rent statements in the bass line, something already fore-
shadowed in some monodies of Giulio Caccini (ca. 1546-
1618) in his Nuova musiche (1602}, Jacopo Peri (1561-1633) 
in his Varie musiche (1609), and others. The monodists 
usually called pieces in the form of strophic variations 
simply arie, but the monodist Alessandro Grandi (? - 1630) 
in his Cantade ed Arie ~ ~ sola (1620), was the first to 
entitle such pieces "cantatas". 
Another basic principle governing the form of cantatas 
which was already rooted in the works of monodists is the 
form of contrasting sections alternating with instrumental 
ritornellos. Some monodies, such as the Dialoghi Rappresen-
tativi (1620) of Francesco Rasi (late sixteenth century) 
were written in the form of questions and answers sung in 
dialogue by t\'IO singers whose parts alternated and often 
were separated by instrumental ritornellos. Some of these 
dialoghi, the vocal counterpart of stile concertante, were 
often performed without any stage performance accompanying 
them, and therefore were called dialoghi fuor di scena; thus 
they serve as an important precursor of the cantata, which 
was performed in the same manner. 
The reaction against subordination of music to text in 
I~ 
monodies arose around the years 1630-40 in the first genera-
tion of cantata composers, such as Luigi Rossi (1605-74), 
the Italian cantatas most important representative. They 
cultivated a new style, called bel canto, in order to achieve 
a new concept of coordination between text and music. This 
new simple, restrained vocal style, which laclced virtuoso 
coloraturas was absorbed and used in cantata compositions. 
Theorists of the bel canto style, such as Giovanni Battista 
Doni (ca. 1594-1647), also believed in separation between 
aria and recitative styles, and between "dry", secco 
recitative (which lacked expressiveness), and arioso reci-
tative (with its lyrical and affective quality). Thus, while 
the earlier cantatas had a variety of forms and titles, now, 
with the absorption of the bel canto style, the cantata 
assumed a definite formal division between contrasting sec-
tions of recitatives and arias. 
Among the other concepts of the bel canto style which 
exerted an important influence on cantata composers was the 
integration of the bass and melody lines. The culmination 
of this concept may be seen in the motto arias, which were 
introduced in addition to the earlier arias based on ostinato 
basses by composers such as Marc' Antonio Cesti (1623-69), 
who was Carissirni•s pupil, Mario Savioni (17th cent.), 
Antonio Francesco Tenaglia (17th cerit.), Giovanni Legrenzi 
(1626-1690) and Alessandro Stradella (1644-1682). These 
made up the second generation of cantata composers. The 
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motto arias opened with a statement played first by the con-
tinuo bass alone, then followed by a repetition of this 
statement in the vocal melody. This technique, among others, 
shows a greater reliance on counterpoint and imitation and 
is achieved gradually throughout the seventeenth century by 
cantata composers. At the beginning of continuo bass usage, 
which already started in late sixteenth century, the accom-
paniment was mostly homophonic, but as the sevententh century 
progressed, the accompaniment became more and more contra-
puntal. 
The second generation of cantata composers influenced 
Alesandro Scarlatti greatly. For instance, Stradella, who 
was a gifted melodist, paved the way for the technique of 
expressing passions, using a variety of dissonances, and 
Legrenzi anticipated the late Baroque harmonic progressions 
in his use of rich harmonies. 
The peak of cantata writing, with Alessandro Scarlatti 
as its greatest exponent, was reached in the late Baroque 
period, starting at about 1680. The late Baroque generation 
of cantata composers \'las centered around the Neapolitan 
school of composition, and included such men as Antonio 
Caldara (1670-1736), who \'las a pupil of Allesandro Scarlatti, 
Nicola Porpora (1686-1768), Giovani Buononcini (1677-1726), 
and Benedetta ~1arcello (1686-1738). The cantata of these 
composers was fully grown, requiring ten to fifteen minutes of 
performance time. Its form was standardized to a sequence 
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of two or three da capo arias, often of contrasting charac-
ter (to further enable the singer to show his singing abil-
ity), and connected by recitatives. They were mostly performed 
by solo voice with continuo accompaniment, but sometimes 
included instrumental accompaniment as well. The ~ capo 
aria form, previously used by composers in the middle of the 
seventeenth century, was bound no more to dance rhythms and 
triple meters, but became a developed form serving as an 
outlet for a variety of expressions at the hands of late 
Baroque composers. 
By the beginning of the eighteenth century, cantatas 
were the most artistic of all Italian musical forms, and were 
written with great mastery, employing that period's stylis-
tic traits including an expansion of tonality. Due to the 
fact that the audience interested in listening to the fashion-
able cantatas was generally made up of noblemen and mem-
bers of the aristocracy who had a highly developed taste for 
good music, composers employed their best techniques and their 
most deeply felt and sincere creative pm·1ers in composing 
cantatas. Furthermore, perhaps also because cantatas were 
compositions of smaller dimensions compared to operas and 
other forms, composers used the form as the most suitable 
medium for experimentation in compositional techniques. The 
fact that, unlike operas, cantatas ~>rere not performed on the 
stage, but in private homes, may be looked upon as an advan-
tage, leading to excellence in the musical quality of the 
7 
form. Composers had to produce good results, relying only 
on text and music, without the aid and effectiveness of stage 
performance. 
The writers of the cantata da camera in the generation - ·' 
follow·ing Alessandro Scarlatti were relatively few and not 
as interesting. After Handel, whose cantatas were mostly 
written in his Italian period and based on Alessandro Scar-
latti's example, the most prolific period of Italian cantata 
writing came to a close. 
8 
CHAPTER THO 
SCARLATTI'S CANTATE DA CAMERA 
Historical Information 
In the composition of chamber cantatas Alessandro 
Scarlatti found an outlet for expressing his intellectual 
as well as his artistic ability. For him, the chamber can-
tata was not only a form in which emotions could be expressed 
and words could be provided with a suitable setting, but 
mainly a form in which compositional techniques were to be 
worked out, solved and perfected. Sometimes, Scarlatti 
used his cantatas for conveying a special intellectual 
message, as in the case of the exchange of cantatas between 
him and Francesco Gasparini (1668-1727) discussed below, 
where the idea then was to puzzle and confound his friend. 
Furthermore, because of their intellectual aspect, cantatas 
were used by Scarlatti as examples for teaching his students 
composition. As a matter of fact, Edward Dent described all 
of Scarlatti's chamber cantatas as "carefully designed studies 
in composition, often depending for their main interest on 
the \'IOrking out of some interesting problem of modulation 
or of th3matic develop~ent.n 1 
Because Scarlatti utilized the intellectual aspect of 
1 Edward Dent, "Alessandro Scarlatti," in Grove's 
Dictionary of Husic and Husicians (.5th ed., 19.54), 
VII, 4.51. 
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the cantata, he invested much effort into fully perfectil1g 
the composition of his cantatas. Even in times when he 
wrote ether musical forms at the level of popular taste, 
such as opera, he still kept his o~m high standards in the 
composition of his cantatas. And s.ince he wrote cantatas 
in every period of his life, we have from them an uninter-
rupted line of examples of his highest musical achievement 
from each period. 
In his early twenties or even before, Scarlatti was 
already writing chamber cantatas. 1 These early cantatas 
appeared in manuscript collections which include cantatas 
of other Roman and Northern Italian composers, such as 
Alessandro Melani (?-1703), Giacomo Antonio Perti (1661-
1756), and Gasparini. Indeed, at this period of his life, 
Scarlatti was getting his education in Rome, probably as a 
student of Carissimi, who resided there. Scarlatti was also 
very much influenced by the music of Stradella t'lho vrorked 
in Rome, and the music of Venetian composers, such as Pier 
Francesco Cavalli (1602-1676). Cesti, and Legrenzi also 
exerted an important influence over Scarlatti's early can-
tatas. During this period of cantata ~Jri ting, the main 
characteristic of his style l'las the irregularity of form; 
there ~~as not yet a fixed pattern of alternation between 
l According to the most recent research made by Ottavio 
Tiby and published in "La Famiglia Scarlatti", Husica 
Discipline, I (1947), 275-29:, it ~<ms established that 
Scarlatti \'Jas born in Palermo, on r~Iay 2, 1660. 
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arias and recitatives. On the contrary, a few arias could 
follow one another without the interruption of a recitative 
between them. The recitatives \<Tere mostly of the arioso 
type, and the arias, appearing in a variety of forms, were 
rather long and usually unified by ostinato bass patterns. 
The most prolific period of Scarlatti's cantata writing 
was after the year 1702, when he returned to Rome after 
spending eighteen years in Naples. Although he was maestro 
di cappella of the royal chapel in Naples, Scarlatti was not 
happy there, mainly because he was too busy with writing 
operas for the royal palace or for the royal theatre of San 
Bartolomeo, and therefore he did not have much time for can-
tata \'lriting. In Rome, on the other hand, \'lhere the popes 
suppressed operas, Scarlatti found an outlet for his musical 
creativity in the cantata form. Furthermore, Cardinal Pietro 
Ottoboni who made Scarlatti his own private maestro di cap-
pella, favored Scarlatti's cantatas and encouraged their 
performance. 
Scarlatti's cantatas 1<1ere also performed at the meet-
ings of the Arcadian Academy, to 1·1hich Scarlatti ~ras admitted 
as a member on April 26, 1706. In these meetings, poets, 
like Giovambattista Felice Zappi, met \'lith composers such 
as Scarlatti, Bernardo Pasquini (1638-1710) and Arcangelo 
Corelli (1653-1713). According to a description of one of 
their meetings, Scarlatti, seated at the harpsichord, com-
posed cantatas to poems which were created at that same 
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moment by Zappi: 
No sooner had Tirsi [Zappi] finished his recital than 
Terpandro [Scarlatti], \ovith a truly stupendous promptness, 
began to transcribe ~he verses recited, with the music 
thereto; and when these had been sung, the souls of those 
present received of them so great delight, that they not 
only obliged the singer to repeat the song again and again, 
but also urged both poet and musician to display their 
skill afresh •••• every one was astonished to see how tNo 
such excellent Hasters, the one of poetry and the other of 
music, did contend; and their contention was so close that 
scarce had the one finished repeating the last line of 
the net'l air than the other ended the last stave of his 
music. 1 
This description, besides giving a picture of the 
musical atmosphere and the way some cantatas were composed 
and performed, also provides a clue that Zappi was the 
author of some of Scarlatti's cantatas. Unfortunately, the 
authors of the texts for most of Scarlatti's cantatas are 
not known to us. However, poets such as Cardinal Benedetto 
Pamfili and Francesco Haria Foglia are likely to have been 
among the writers of the texts. 
The joint activity among the Arcadian members is also 
seen from the exchange made between Gasparini and Scarlatti 
in 1712. Gasparini sent a setting of Andate Q. miel sospiri 
to Scarlatti, who replied with two settings for the same 
words. The first of these in g minor, titled "in idea 
humanan, is a beautiful, melodious and well-written cantata. 
The second one, in f# minor, titled "in idea inhumana", 
1 This is quoted and summarized by Edward Dent, in 
Alessandro Scarlatti: His Life and Horks, ed. Frank 
\-Talker (London: Edward Arnold Publishers, 1905), p. 
90"> from G. Crescimbeni 's records of the early Arcadian 
meetings. 
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probably was meant to puzzle Gasparini. It is very chro-
matic, using many accidentals, and its harmonic prog~essions 
are extravagant, employing remote modulations through exten-
sive use of diminished seventh chords. The notation, which 
probably was intended to confuse Gasparini, is very a\'lkward 
both in the choice of key, resulting in the use of many 
accidentals, and in the fact that the bass was left unfigured 
in the more difficult instances, while it included figures 
in the obvious places. 
Scarlatti wrote chamber cantatas all of his life, up 
to his death on October 24, 1725. But of them all the second 
setting of Andate Q. mile sospiri is probably the most 
chromatic and striking in the use of harmony. Scarlatti is 
important, moreover, for the development of musical com-
position, because of the great amount of development which 
took place from the style of his very early cantatas to the 
style of his late ones. It should be remembered that when 
Scarlatti started to write his cantatas, the melodic vocabu-
lary was very limited, and he had to invent nel'l turns of 
melody and melodic idioms for himself. He did not have the 
melodic vocabulary to drat'l on that later composers had. Nei-
ther was the n sequence" that he used a common-place techn.ique 
at his period. The concept of motivic development which we 
usually attribute to the early Classical composers actually 
started as an innovation with Scarlatti. Harmonic progres-
sions, such as "deceptive" cadence and the use of the dimin-
1.3 
ished seventh chord, so common among the works of eighteenth 
century composers, were for Scarlatti new sonorities to be 
carefully handled. 
For all these reasons, Scarlatti is undoubtedly one of 
the major figures who prepared the way for the classic style. 
His compositions are advanced beyond any of his contemporar-
ies, for he solved compositional problems which he encoun-
tered as if he lived at a much later time. Dent described 
Scarlatti • s greatness as follows: "\vhenever he does any-
thing new he does it '\'Ti th the perfect ease of an accom-
plished master; even in his chamber music, where he is openly 
attacking a problem, he is fully conscious of his pov1er to 
solve it.n1 
Happily, the number of Scarlatti • s cantatas, from l<Thich 
so much can be learned, is very large. In the most recent 
index, prepared by Edwin Hanley, seven hundred and eighty-
three cantatas are cited from some three thousand manuscripts 
in libraries all over the world. 2 Most of them appear for 
one solo voice with continuo bass, but there are some which 
include instrumental accompaniment as \'lell. A few others 
include two voices with a continuo bass;some of these also 
are with and some without instrumental accompaniment. In 
all cases, however, an instrumental accompaniment may have 
1 Dent, Scarlatti: Life and Horks, p. 204. --
2 Edwin Hanley, "Alessandro Scarlatti's Cantate da Camera; 
A Bibliographic Study 11 (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Yale University, 1963). 
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been played, but not included in the particular manuscript. 
Unfortunately, only a few cantatas from this large 
resource have been transcribed in published editions. 
Catalogues and indices are simply not descriptive enough, 
and can never replace the music itself. Consequently, it 
was difficult for this writer to make a more detailed anal-
ysis of Scarlatti's cantatas and their development. :Host 
of the information about Scarlatti's cantatas is available 
only indirectly from secondary sources. 1 
Previous Scholarship 
In spite of their beauty, their high level of crafts-
manship, and their importance for the development of musical 
style, Scarlatti's chamber cantatas have thus far been sub-
ject to very little study by nineteenth or twentieth cen-
tury musicologists. This parallels the general lack in 
research in the field of Italian vocal and secular music of 
the late Baroque period. 
The first task of any piece of musical research is the 
compilation of a complete list of source materials. Some 
attempts to discover and identify Scarlatti's cantatas and 
establish a complete list have indeed been made. The ear-
liest catalogues 't'Te have of the cantatas are but library 
1 A complete edition of Scarlatti's works is being 
prepared currently by a group of musicologists including 
David Boyden, Edvtin Hanley, \olilliam Holmes, Frank 
D•Accone, and others. 
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or auction catalogues ·Nhich list the cantatas appearing in 
manuscripts of one particular library or collection. The 
oldest catalogue of this type if "Temi di cantate da camera 
del Cavaliere Alessandro Scarlatti", an anonymous volume, 
which lists Scarlatti's works which were held in Santini's 
library in the early nineteenth century. However, this cata-
logue includes under the title of cantate da camera com-
positions other than cantatas. A later list, from the begin-
ning of the twentieth century, is found in George Kinsky•s 
catalogue of Wilhelm Heyer's collection, in which there were 
a number of cantatas. 1 
Edward J. Dent \vas the first musicologist, however, 
to put together a catalogue which listed all of Scarlatti's 
. 
cantatas known to him to be in existence in the libraries of 
the world. Dent's "Catalogue of the Extant \forks of Ales-
sandro Scarlatti" (1905) names each cantata and lists the 
libraries in 't'lhich manuscripts of that cantata are held. 2 
A more informative catalogue by Dent appears in a manuscript 
card catalogue held by the Pendlebury Library of the Uni-
versity Husic School in Cambridge, England. In 1923, Paul 
StrUver also compiled a list of Scarlatti's cantatas, but 
only of those appearing in the libraries of German-speaking 
countries.3 
1 George Kinsky, Husikhistorisches ~~~ Y.Q!! Hilhelm 
Heyer in Coln Katalo_g, 4 volumes (Coln, 1910-1916). 
2 Dent, Scarlatti: Life ~ \.Jorks, pp. 212-226. 
3 Paul StrUver, "Die Cantata da Camera Alessandro 
Scarlattis", (unpublished dissertation, I1unich, 1923). 
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StrUver•s valuable list, together Hith Dent•s catalogue 
and other library catalogues and inventories, paved the way 
for the most recent1 and most extensive catalogue of Scar-
latti's cantate da camera thus far compiled, by Edwin 
Hanley. 2 His index is arranged alphabetically according to 
the incipit of the text, and includes the beginning theme 
of each cantata as well. As mentioned above, Hanley cites 
in his index seven hundred and eighty three cantatas which 
he found in three thousand manuscripts held in various 
libraries all over the world.3 Another list of Scarlatti's 
cantatas, though less informative than the one mentioned 
above, was prepared by Hanley for the article on "Alessandro 
Scarlatti" in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenli'lart. 4 
Although a not insignificant amount of research has 
been done in the field of cataloguing Scarlatti's cantatas, 
such is not the case with regard to their transcription. 
As yet, a complete edition of Scarlatti's has not been 
published, though one is nov1 in preparation. 5 In the mean-
time, available published transcriptions are very scarce, 
1 A book which should be mentioned here has just recently 
been published, but it could not be obtained in time to 
include in the thesis: Roberto Pagano and Lino Bianchi, 
Alessa.l1.dro Scarlatti, l'lith catalogue of his works com-
piled by Giancarlo Rostirolla. (Turin: ERI-Edizioni. 
RAI Radio-televisione Italiana, 1972). 
2 Hanely, "Alessandro Scarlatti's cantate da camera". 
3 Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
4 Ed\'lin Hanley, 11 Alessandro Scarlatti", in Die f1usik in 
Geschichte und Gegem<1art, XI, 1488-1496. 
5 See footnote No. 1~ p. 14. 
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considering the large number of cantatas existing in manu-
script. Volume 30 of I Classici della Musica Italiana, 
transcribed by A. Toni, contaL~s perhaps the largest number 
of cantatas appearing in any one volume. Some anthologies of 
music, such as the Historical Anthology of Husic~ La Fl~ra; 
and Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen1 also include in their 
collections a few examples. In addition,_individual can-
tatas or parts thereof appear in various works such as com-
position textbooks or histories of music. The cantata 
Lascia, deh! Lascia, for example, appears in J. D. Heinichen•s 
Der General Bass in der Komposition (1728) as an example 
showing how to realize a solo cantata with an unfigured 
bass. A full list of the published cantatas may be found in 
Hanley's article "Alessandro Scarlatti" in Die Husik in 
Geschichte und Gegenwart~ 
The lack of published transcriptions of Scarlatti's 
cantatas goes hand in hand with the lack of analytical 
studies. Although some remarks on the nature of the can-
tatas are made by authors of general and period music his-
1 Archibald T. Davison and \villi Apel, eds. Historical 
Anthology of Husic (Cambridge, !·lass.: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1970), II, 152-155. 




Arnold Scheri:ng, ed., Geschichte der l'lusik in Beispie-
len (New York: Brude Brothers, 1950), pp. 378-383. 
Hanley, "Alessandro Scarlatti", in Die I1usik in 
Geschichte und Gegenwart, XI, 1503-1504. 
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tory books, e.g. Burney and Bukofzer, and comments are 
also included in dictionary articles, the only discussion 
of any considerable length is that by Dent. 1 Dent•s book, 
a pioneering work, is basically a biography. It concen-
trates on biographical data and the chronological order of 
. " 
Scarlatti's works, and contains only spotty analytical com-
ments. Schmitz, who devotes some discussion to Scarlatti's 
cantatas in his Geschichte ~ \olel tlichen Solokantate, em-
phasizes, hm-1ever, his general intention of tracing the his-
torical and stylistic development of the cantata in general, 
and Scarlatti is dealt with as a representative of just one 
phase in this development. 2 In addition to Dent•s biogra-
phical work and Schmitz's historical and stylistic study, 
the cantatas have also been discussed from the aesthetic 
point of view. This was done by Oscar Henry, in "The Doctrine 
of Affections in Selected Solo Cantatas of Alessandro Scar-
latti. "3 
The subjectivity of Henry's work and the broad scope 
of those of Dent and Schmitz leave much need for research 




Dent, Scarlatti: Life and Horks, especially pp. 11-22, 
75-93, 139-155 and 189-201. 
Eugen Scr..mitz, Geschichte der Heltlichen Solokantate 
(Germany, George Olms, 196~ 
Oscar Henry, "The Doctrine of Affections in Selected 
Solo Cantatas of Alessandro Scarlatti 11 (Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio State University, 
1963). 
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these works are made accessible by an available index and 
a complete published edition of Scarlatti's cantatas. 1 
1 Hanley's index, though complete, is not available to 
researchers on microfilm; a copy must be borrowed from 
the Yale University Library. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SOURCES FOR THE CANTATAS TRANSCRIBED 
That these four cantatas are found only in manuscript 
form is part of a general phenomenon in the publication-of 
music of Scarlatti's time. Starting at about 1650, the 
number of compositions published through printing declined 
substantially. There exist various opinions about the 
causes of this decline. One factor, which had a particular-
ly large effect on opera publications, was that the opera 
was altered depending on the particular theater,_occasion, 
performers, or even the audience for various_performances. 
Entire comic scenes, arias, or prologues were dropped or 
substituted_depending on the time or place. Schmitz 
claims that a similar phenomenon caused cantatas to be 
written in manuscript form rather than printed. 1 
Hanley, hmvever, stresses that only a few of Scarlatti's 
cantatas \'lere individually tailored for a specific occasion. 2 
The reason that there were very few printed publications of 
Scarlatti's cantatas must, therefore, lie elsewhere. First 
of all, the cantatas were cultivated and favoured by 
aristocratic groups, and copies of them were needed only 
for a limited circulation, and then preserved in private 
collections. Only a few copies consequently \'/ere necessary 
1 Eugen Schmitz, Geschichte der Heltlichen Solokantate, 
2nd ed. (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hertel, 1955), pp. 85-86. 
2 Hanley, "Alessandro Scarlatti's Cantate da camera", 
pp. 10-11. 
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and prestigious manuscripts were favored over the more 
popular printed publications. Furthermore, manuscripts may 
have had technical advantages over printed editions. For 
example, the beaming of notes, done to clarify syllabifica-
tion and the coordination between text and music, may not 
have been feasible in some printing facilities of the period. 
An even more compelling practical reason that the can-
tatas are mostly found in manuscript is that the length of 
the cantatas would make a printing very expensive. It is 
thus no surprise that most of Scarlatti's cantatas, inclu-
ding the four to be dealt with here, are found only in manu-
script form. 
Below is a list of the four cantatas to be dealt with 
in this paper, their titles, their number in Hanley's dis-
sertation Inaex, and the libraries in which manuscripts of 
them may be found. The latter information was obtained 
from Hanley's dissertation. The abbreviations used below 
are those standardized in "Library Siglatt, in the International 
Inventor;y_ of Husical Sources, (RISN), part B, volume VI, 
no. 1 (1971), pp. 19-60. A key to the abbreviations used 
here may be found bel ow on page 2'-l . 
I. Amor, __ Mitilda i morta. For c~e voice and continuo bans. 
This is number 49 in Hanley. Manuscripts of it are 
found in: 
n r1iis, 3905. 
F Pc, P.G. 10504. 
F Pc, X.ll2. 
GB Lbm, Add. 14212 
I Nc, 34.5.4. 
INn, 57.2.39. 
US Bpm, l\1360 .10 v. 2. 
US R, M/ 1620/S286c. 
~2 
II. Crudo ~' empie stelle. For one voice and continuo 
bass. 
This is number 152 in Hanley. Hanuscripts of it are 
. found in: 
I Vr~, It. 14 697. 
US Bpm, M360. 10. v.2. 
US R, M/1620/S286c. 
III. Fiero acerbo destin. For one voice and continuo bass. 
This is number 262 in Hanely. Ma~uscripts of it are 
found in: 
FPc, F.G. 10503. 
I Nc, 34.5.3. 
I Nc, 34.5.4. 
I Vnm, It. IV 697. 
US Bpm, I1360.10 v.2. 
UR R, M/1620/S286c. 
..... 
IV. Il genic di Nitilde mente nQll v•e. For one voice and 
continuo bass. 
This is number 314 in Hanley. r1anuscripts of it are 
found in: 
A \vGffi, VI 6793. 
F Pc, F.G. 10502. 
GB Lbm, Add. 14229. 
I Fe, B. 2428. 
I Me, I 181. 
US Bpm, H360.10 v.2. 
US R, M/162C/~286c. 
The manuscript used for the transcription in this paper 
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is part of the Brown Collection, held by the Boston Public 
Library (catalogue number MJ60.10). The collection con-
tains volumes II, III, and IV of a collection of solo can-
tatas \'lhich apparently were composed exclusively by Ales-
sandro Scarlatti. It is an oblong octavo manuscript,, 28 
em X 25 em. 
All four cantatas are contained in volume II of the 
collection. The volume begins with a decorated title page 
in French, dated (by a different hand) 1797, which notes at 
the bottom that the collection was sold or held by Luis de 
Rossi, a music merchant in Rome at the Theatre de la Valla. 
The second page, also in French, contains a list of "Instru-
mente di premier Choix" and their prices, sold possibly by 
the same music dealer. The third page, in a different hand-
writing, lists the incipits of all the movements, in order, 
of the cantatas appearing in the second volume. Finally, 
there is a plain, undecorated title page in Italian (see 
Appendix I). The name of the scribe who wrote these can-
tatas is mentioned neither here nor anywhere else. The 
rest of the volume contains twelve cantatas, all in the same 
handl'lriting, with outlines of the harmony pencilled in in a 
few places by persons unkno\AJ"n (possibly by an accompanist 
who wanted to aid himself in the realization of the bass). 
The cantatas contained in this volume are as follows: 
1. Amor, Mitilde ~ morta. 
2. Mitilde, mio tescro e dove sei. 
3. Dove alfin mi traeste.-rritled "L'Arianna". 
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4. Ecco ch•a voi ritorao. 
5. Far'faiTache s•aggira. Titled "La Pazzia". 
6. Fiero acerbo destin. 
7. Crudo §:!!!2!:, empie stelle., Irene ingrata. 
8. Andate o miei sosniri. 
9. Il genio di Mitilde. 
10. Lumi, dolenti lumi, chiudetevi. 
11. i50VIio mi volga-:--
12. Qui dove alfin. Titled "Il rosignuolo al genio 
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Italian composers of Scarlatti's period did not, gener-
ally, indicate instructions for expression, such as dynamic 
markings, ornamentation signs, and even figures for the bass 
lines, because performers were expected to supply them them-
selves. Unfortunately, the lack of such indications in 
Italian scores of Alessandro Scarlatti's period poses a 
problem for today•s scholars, who lack the information of 
those singers and accompanists, when they try to reconstruct 
the performance practices used then. Today•s scholars are 
forced, then, to turn to other sources, such as early theory 
books, a matter which results in divergent approaches. 
One of the most difficult problems in the performance 
practice of the four cantatas discussed her8 relates to the 
subject of ornamentation, since their manuscript indicates 
no ornamentation markings. Our knowledge about the types 
of ornamentation used in Italy in Alessandro Scarlatti's 
time comes from comparison.with French agrements, and from 
some Italian manuscripts that do include written-out orna-
mentation. But even though these sources present us with 
knowledge about types of ornamentation in use then, we are 
still left 1i1i th the question of the extent to which they 
were used in other works~ 
There is reason to suppose that the melodic line in the 
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bel canto style was only moderately ornamented, \'lith occa-
sional ornaments coming mostly in cadences, because des-
criptions of that style emphasize the importance given to 
the even flow of the melodic line. Similarly, the conti-
ng£ bass, in order that it should not overpower the voice 
part, was only moderately ornamented. 
Tosi gives a prescription for the amount of ornamentation 
in da capo arias--arias of the four cantatas dealt with here 
are of such form--which reads as follows: 
The manner in 't•rhich all Airs divided in to thPee parts 
[da capo arias] are to be-5Ung. In the first they 
require nothing but the simplest Ornaments, of good 
Taste and few, that the Composition may remain simple, 
plain and pure; in the second they expect, that to this 
Purity some artful Graces be added, by which the 
Judicious may hear, that the Abilit~ of the Singer is 
greater; and, in repeating the Air Li.e., the da ~] 
he that does not vary it for the better, is no great 
Master. 1 
This quotation, among others, shows the Italian atti-
tude of relying on the performer• s taste in ornamentation. 
Hhen composers did start to notate some ornaments in their 
scores, theorists, such as Tosi, condemned their practice, 
npoor Italy! Tell me, I pray, are the singers of today 
incapable of knov1ing l'lhere the appoggiature ought to be 
made, if they are not pointed out to them?n 2 In addition, 
it was easier for the continuo player to perceive the imp:'.ied 
harmony 't'lhen only the skeleton of the melody was written 
1 Pier F. Tosi, Observations ~ the Florid Song (London: 
J. Wilcox, 1743), 2nd ed. translated by John Galliard, 
pp. 93-94. 
2 Ibid., p. 39. 
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in the score. 
An example of not writing ornamentation in many cadences 
was the practice of avoiding notating the penultimate note 
of the vocal part as an appoggiatura note, although in prac-
tice it was sung as an appoggiatura (example 1, where la 
represents what "VIas "Vlritten, and lb shows how it was per-
formed.) The appoggiaturas generally moved in one of tHo 
ways: descending to the tonic note by step (example 2a), 
or dropping a perfect fourth from the tonic to the fifth 
(example 2b) • 
Example 1. Appoggiatura not Indicated in the Cadence 
la. \vritten Form lb. Performance Practice 
- .... ., r-. • -, ,-
{ t - .... li T ... I I I 
Example 2. Melodic fviovement in Cadences 
2a. Descending to Tonic 2b. Fallj~g from Tonic 
by Step to Fifth. 
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\.Jhereas in arias the appoggiaturas were used as orna-
ments, serving for decoration, in recitatives they were an 
~8 
integral part of the composition. This is because it was 
natural to have a pitch accent, or appoggiatura, in recita-
tive on the penultimate note in cadences, because the last 
word of Italian poetry is normally accented on the penul-
timate syllable. Therefore, appoggiaturas were frequently 
used by Italian musicians, and were especially common in 
recitatives as an aid to the rhythm and inflections of 
speech. 
In addition to appoggiaturas, there are other ornamen-
tational characteristics of the cadences in Scarlatti's 
cantatas. These cadences are marked by two bass notes 
indicating the dominant and the tonic harmonies respectively. 
\ole also learn from Gasparini that there was a practice of 
adding an acciaccatura of the perfect fourth between the 
third and fifth notes of the dominant chord, either in S 4 
or ft § chords. 1 Gasparini says that someti!:les an nexcel-
lent effectn results when this acciaccatura is used in the 
left hand. 2 There are actually written-out examples of this 
practice in a manuscript bearing the name of Alessandro 
Scarlatti (British Huseum Additional MSS. 14244), one of 
which appears as follo\'rs (example 3) : 3 
1 
2 
Fra:1cesco Gasparini (1668-1727) vms a student of Pas-
quini in Rome, as 1.'lell as of Corelli, and therefore 
reliable for this study. 
Described in Gasparini's L•Armonico pratico al Cimbalo 
(Venice, 1708), and quoted by Franck Arnold in The Art 
Qf. Accomua.niment (NeN York: Dover, 196.5), I, 2~ --
The example is quoted by Arnold in ~ Art Qf. Accom~­
niment, I, 2.5L~. 
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Example J. A Written-out Acciaccatura 
~ I r... 
~ E -----::.-..'~"' ~ J J. L! +-ol ~ • :1== t:~ 
' '• L. 
This specific type of acciaccatura, i.e. of a perfect 
fourth over the dominant chord in a cadence, represents 
the tonic note of the key. This lends credence to the idea 
that the tonic also appears in the voice part at the same time 
that a dominant chord is played by continuo. Such a cadence, 
where the voice and acciaccatura "overlap" is called a 
"truncated cadence". Some believe that such "truncated 
cadences", called cadenza tronca, were played throughout 
the first half of the eighteenth century, and only disappear-
ed thereafter, being replaced by the delayed cadence, where 
the dominant and tonic chords, played by the continuo, did 
not come until the singer finished his line. Editors and 
performers today prefer to associate the later eighteenth 
century cadence with Scarlatti's cantatas, as in example 
4a. But there is enough evidence to believe that this 
cadence i'rould have been performed in Scarlatti's time as in 
example 4b:1 
1 The last t\'10 examples are taken from Sven H. Hansell's 
article "The Cadence in Eighteenth Century Recitative", 
in Musical Quarterly (1968), LIV, 229. The article 
contains a full explanation justifying this point of 
view. The problem hot-r to play the cadences in Baroque 
music was already raised by Jacl{ Allen Hestrup, in his 
article 11 The Cadence in Baroque Recitative", in 
Natalicia r-Iusicologica: Knud Jeppesen (London: Chester, 
1962), p. 243. -
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Acciaccaturas were not exclusively employed in cadences, 
but throughout the cantatas, especially in recitatives 
and·in slow movements of serious nature. Acciaccaturas, 
like appoggiaturas and arpeggiations, were favorites of 
Italian musicians, more than of the musicians of other 
nationalities. 
A characteristic of performance practice used in other 
countries as vtell as Italy, though, was the changing of 
dynamic level, from soft to loud and then back to soft, 
l'lhen singing a long note. This style was called messa di 
~· Another common performance practice that the singer 
could utilize i·Ias to quicken or r.3tard the melody at certuin 
?POts while the bass maintained its regular pace. This 
resulted in a kind of "stealing of time", called tempo 
rubato. 
The practice of not notating in the score the ornamen-
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tation actually performed is based on the same idea that is 
behind writing a continuo part as one bass line with 
figures, and having the performer fill in the rest. This 
practice of leaving things out of the notation of the har-
mony is even more apparent when the bass line is almost un-
figured, as is the case in the four cantatas dealt with in 
this paper. r-loreover, even i'Then the figures are used, they 
mostly indicate the interval bet1--1een the bass and the voice. 
This is in accordance with general Italian practice, whereas 
in Germany figured basses normally_indicated the harmonies. 
Although most of the time it is easy enough to deduce the 
proper harmonies from comparing the voice line with the 
bass, there are places of ambiguity. In such cases, \-Then 
there are t"t'lO or three different interpretations possible, 
one may suppose that Scarlatti would have approved of all 
of them. Johann D. Heinichen (1683-1729), 1·1ho furnishes 
us with a very detailed explanation of how to realize an 
unfigured cantata by Scarlatti, vi2. Lascia, deh! Lascia, 
adds in his Der General-Bass in der Composition (1728) that 
in some cases the intervals between the bass notes or the 
places of the bass notes "VIi thin the scale tell us which 
harmony to use. 1 But the main guide for realizing the bass 
was the proficiency and knm·Iledge of the style possessed by 
1 Although Heinichents book is meant predominantly for 
German musicians, it Nas i'Iritten under Italian influence 
and it quotes Gasparu1i. Its importance lies in the 
fact that it contains ample musical examples. 
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the performer. 
Edward Dent writes that Scarlatti's Regole per Prin-
cipianti shows that: 
Scarlatti \'las in favour of a free style of playing, 
perhaps more so than his contemporaries, because in 
introducing some of his rules he qualifies them with 
the \'lOrds "at any rate such is the style of the present 
writer". 1 
Dent points out two rules which are "specially interesting, 
and 1>rhich he [scarlatti] seems to have considered peculiarly 
characteristic of his mm style. n2 One rule is that if the 
supertonic note, bearing a figure 6, in either a minor or 
major key, descends to a tonic note, the accompanist should 
add a fourth to the chord, treating the chord as a second 
6 
inversion of the dominant seventh chord ( 4 ); an example 
3 
is in Il genio, measure 5. Scarlatti explains that the added 
fourth anticipates the fifth of the succeeding bass note, and 
also that nit souncl.s well n. 3 Both C. P .E. Bach and Heinichen 
mention this practice also, but with one important differ-
ence: that the addition of a fourth, allO't'Ted by Scarlatti 
only 't'rhen the bass descends to a tonic chord in root posi-
tion, is allm·red by Carl P .E. Bach and Heinichen ~'lhen the 
bass ascends a step to the tonic chord in first inversion 






Scarlatti: Life and Horks, p. 154. 
p. 154. 
p. 155. 
4 This is gathered from Arnold, The Art of Accomoanlment, 
II, 811, where more information about the subject is 
included. 
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•Incomplete figuring", or accepted optional interpre-
tations of figuring, was a common practice, especially in 
cadences. The seventh, though not indicated in the figur-
ing, was usually added to the dominant chord already in the time 
of Scarlatti, although it might be considered foreign to 
the spirit of the music of Scal'•latti•s time. The following 
quote from Scarlatti's Regole per Principianti leaves no 
room for doubt: 
vJhen there is a fourth and a third, take the fifth with 
the fourth, and it is called a cadence, that is to say, 
a close; and in passing to the third, one touches the 
seventh as 1-1ell, and one must manage, so far as one can, 
that the fourth and third are on the top, and that there 
are no other consonances above them. 1 
Learning from other works of Scarlatti, Dent believes that 
in playing from a figured bass, the added seventh was played 
in the form of passing notes, and the quotation mentioned 
seems to help support his belief. 2 
These are some of the practices probably used in the 
performance of Alessandro Scarlatti's cantatas. They should 
>e employed in modern performances of Scarlatti's cantatas. 
1 Alessandro Scarlatti, Regole per Principianti, British 
Huseur:1 Add. 14244, fol. 13a, Rule I. Translated by 
Arnold in The Ar~ of Accomnaniment, p. 815. 




As in most manuscripts, scribal errors are to be found 
in the manuscript used for these cantatas. This paper is 
not an attempt to establish an authoritative transcription 
based on all available manuscripts, but only a transcription 
based on the Boston Public Library manuscript. Consequently, 
scribal errors which seem to fit in and may be detected only 
by a concordance of texts cannot be rectified in this paper. 
However, some scribal errors are obvious. Either the pitch 
or the rhythm of a note may be miswritten in such a way that 
it obviously does not fit in with the context (see, for 
example, measure 41 of Crudo ~~ empie stelle). Or a 
whole measure or line may be erroneously copied twice, 
resulting in obvious dittography (for example, measures 
64-65 in Amor, rutilde ~ morta). 
Aside from actual errors, there are some things which 
cause problems to the modern reader or transcriber, but 
which were relatively common scribal practices of Scarlatti's 
time, and not necessarily to be regarded as errors at that 
period. Such a problem, which can be troublesome in trans-
cription, is the alignment of the bass line and the voice. 
In the manuscript used here, there Has very little effort 
apparently made to line them up clearly. In addition, the 
practice used in notating accidentals vias different from 
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that used today. For instance, an accidental on a note 
repeated from the previous measure is not cancelled by a 
following barline. Again, this was considered standard 
practice at Scarlatti's time. 
Another problem caused by standard scribal practices 
of the period is texting. The words are not broken up 
into syllables, as would be the case in modern printing 
where the coordination of syllables and music is obvious. 
Instead, the transcriber must rely on pairing of notes and 
syllables and the indications given by the beaming and slur-
ing of notes. These latter two indications are, fortunately, 
relatively consistently indicated in the manuscript. Never-
theless, problems sometimes do arise, especially in connection 
with the exact number of syllables pronounced in Old Italian 
poetry, where consecutive vowels are slurred together. Other 
problems relating to the exact transcription of the text also 
arise. In Old Italian orthography, the g is similar to ~~ 
the ~to f, there is little punctuation, ru1d capitalization 
is sporadic. Sometimes the spelling of a passage in the 
text even varies from one repetition in the aria to another. 
All of these problems lead to differences between the 
exact 'ltJay the cantata appears in the manuscript and its 
transcription. In cases of scribal errors, and all other 
cases mentioned in the critical commentary, asterisks (*) 
in the transcription are placed near the material which 
does not appear exactly as in the original manuscript. Each 
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asterisk refers to a note in the critical commentary, keyed 
by measure number to the transcription and indicating whether 
the voice line, bass line or text is affected. The critical 
commentary will show what the manuscript actually has, and 
will indicate briefly the reasons for any change. 
In certain places, the manuscript changes clef in the 
middle of a section. These places are noted in the critical 
commentary, though the transcription follows the modern 
practice of not changing. 
The manuscript sometimes has the figures of the bass 
in positions where, in the editor's opinion, they make much 
more sense if they would refer to the notes immediately 
preceding or following. In such cases, the transcription 
places the figures in the more likely position, and the 
critical commentary notes their original place. 
When the manuscript contains an accidental which, in the 
editor's opinion, is highly unlikely, the accidental is 
omitted from the transcription and noted in the critical 
commentary. Hm'lever, l'lhen usual practice regarding accidentals 
in manuscripts of the period differed from modern practice, 
the transcription follows modern practj.ce without notes in 
the critical commentary. An example of general practice 
then which differs from that of today is that the barline 
at that period did not cancel the accidental of a repeated 
note. 
When an accidental is added editorially, it is placed 
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above the note in parentheses. Any other editorial additions 
are indicated on small staves above the transcription. 
Dittographies, places where the scribe has accidentally 
copied a passage twice, are noted in the critical commentary. 
In the transcription, the notes erroneously recopied are 
omitted, and an editorial suggestion of notes to replace them 
is offered above the staff. 
Modern practice is followed in the transcription regard-
ing clefs, key signatures and time signatures. The prefatory 
stave shows the manuscript's notation for each section, which 
sometimes differs from modern practice, e.g. in the number 
of flats used in the key signature. 
The text of the cantatas is Nritten according to the 
conventions of modern Italian. 1 The manuscript, on the other 
hand, often uses abbreviations and accents not used in 
standard Italian, most of them under French influence, e.g. 
no for !!.Q!l. 
Any additional indications (e.g. slurs, letters in the 
text, titles) added to the transcription which are not in 
the manuscript are placed t'lithin brackets. 
The realization of the figured bass given in the trans-
cription is intended to be very simple. It points to only 
one of several possibilities or realization, and is not 
1 The complete Italian text of the cantatas, together 
with a parallel English translation, may be found in 
Appendix II. 
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meant to be the definitive one. Furthermore, it is only the 
skeleton of a realization, and any performer must elaborate 
on it in order for the performance to be in line with the 
practices of Scarlatti's period, as mentioned in the chapter 
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Abbreviations: m. - measure 
MS - manuscript 
v. - voice 
b. - bass 
t. - text 
Amor, Hitilde e morta 
M. 1 v. }1S has eighth-note for Eb, impossible because 
it leaves the measure one eighth-note short, and a quarter-
note fits in better with the rhythm of similar contexts in 
the piece. 
M. 19 v. MS has cb - this is probably a retention of an 
earlier practice of noting accidentals. The flat sign is 
used to cancel the sharp sign in front of C in m. 16 and 17. 
M. 25 b. First asterisk. NS has the figure 2 below the 
preceding note, but comparison to many similar passages (e.g. 
in m. 22, 23, 30 and 36) shows that the dissonance comes 
on the strong beat. 
r1. 25 b. Second asterisk. MS has A#, obviously an 
error, probably for Ab or for F#. 
M. 27 b. MS has the figure ~~ below the preceding note, 
but comparison to many similar passages shows that the disso-
nance comes on the strong beat. 
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M. 33 b. MS has the figure 6 immediately following the 
preceding ~· 
M. 36-37 b. The notes bet\'leen the asterisks are 
written in tenor clef in the MS. 
M. 39 b. MS has Eq, definitely an error. Probably there 
should be no accidental. 
M. 44 b. MS has cb. 
M. 51-55 b. The notes between the asterisks are written 
in tenor clef in the MS. 
M. 59 b. MS has #4 under preceding note, and nothing 
under final note. 
M. 64-65 v. Voice part in MS is dittography of m. 63-
64. 
M. 74 b. MS has cb. 
M. 84 v. MS has the 9 before c, the preceding note, 
and not before B. 
N. 85 b. I'IS has cb. 
H. 102 b. MS has figure # under preceding note. 
M. 116 v. MS has C, but harmonic considerations make 
that improbable. 
M. 125 b. MS writes Cb, as transcribed. It could be 
a mistake for C, as has happened often above, but the editor 
decided to keep it as a Neapolitan chord because of the 
expressive word bella (cf. the quick modulation when bella 
is repeated in m. 139-140). 
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Crudo ~' empie stelle 
M. 14 b. Y.1S has G tied to F in the next measure, an 
impossibility. Probably the F is an error for G. 
M. 41 v. MS has f. for the time value of the first note, 
obviously an error. 
!·1. 61 b. l-iS has f for the time value of this note, an 
impossibility, although it is probable that all such phrases 
were performed as foe ~ , 
M. 66 b. MS has f for the time value of this note 
(see the note on m. 61 b.). 
N. 96 b. HS has ~ , impossible as it stands. 
!1. 101 b. r1s has i , impossible as it stands • 
. M. 10.5 b. Y.1S has J' for the time value of this note, 
probably an error. 
f·1. 107 v. I1S has jl . 
M. 1.51-1.53 b. The notes between the asterisks are 
written in tenor clef in the MS. 
M. 197 b. HS has G, almost certainly a mistake; see 
parallel in m. 19.5. 
M. 206 b. i•1S has the 6 under the follmving note, but 
comparison with the voice part shows it must come hePe. 
H. 233-237 b. The notes behmen the asterisks are 
written.in..the tenor clef in the HS. 
Fiero acerbo destin 
r1. 2 v. .HS has Fb. This is probably a retention of 
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an earlier practice of notu1g accidentals. 
M. 2 b. !·1S has Gb. 
M. 3 v. MS has cb. 
M. 13 v. MS has cb. ·-· 
M. 14 b. MS has Fb. 
M. 19 v. MS has Fb. 
M. 2.5 v. MS has cb. 
M. 32 v. MS has Fb. 
M. 36 b. MS has only six eighth notes in this measure. 
Musically, the missing notes \vould best come either here or 
at the end of the measure after the F#; the editor chose the 
former (because it results in a deceptive harmonic movement), 
and a suggestion for the missing notes are in the small staff 
above. 
M. 37 v. MS has cb. 
M. 42-4.5 b. The notes between the asterisks are writ-
ten in the HS in tenor clef. 
M. 61 v. NS has cb. 
H. 81 v. l\'IS has Bb, probably a mistake, It should 
be B~, as sho~m by the corresponding figured bass and by 
comparison to corresponding places in the melodic line of 
this section. 
properly 
M. 83 v. HS omits the dot after this eighth note 
This leaves the measure short one sixteenth note, and most 
probably this dot \'las left out erroneously. 
M. 89 b. First asterisk: MS has middle c, which does 
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not fit here. Possibly the tenor clef was supposed to 
start before this note, which would make it a G; more proba-
bly, it is simply an error for D, as the editor has sug-
gested in the transcription. 
M. 89 second asterisk - m. 91 b. The notes between 
the asterisks are written in the MS in the tenor clef. 
M. 92 b. MS writes the b~ in the figured bass under 
the following note, Bb, which is improper. More probably, 
they should be here under the A, which gives the first in-
version of the dominant seventh chord in the key of Bb. 
M. 97-99 b. The notes between the asterisks are writ-
ten in the MS in tenor clef. 
M. 99 v. MS has Fb. 
M. 100 v. MS has cb. 
Il genio di ~Utilde 
M. 7 b. MS has F~. This is probably a retention of an 
earlier practice of noting accidentals. 
M. 9 b. MS has Fb • 
.r-1. 14 first asterisk - 16 b. The notes between the 
first asterisk in m. 14 and the asterisk in m. 16 are written 
in the HS in tenor clef. 
M. 14 second asterisk b. MS has Fb. 
M. 1.5 b. MS has cb. 
M. 22-23 b. The notes between the asterisks are writ-
ten in the HS in tenor clef. 
M. 3.5 t. r1s has ,...._ "'- , which is probably just an 
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abbreviation for the repeated word. 
M. 37 b. The notes between the asterisks are written 
in the MS in tenor clef. 
M. 41 b. MS has Fb. 
M. 41 t. See note on m. 35. 
M. 44 t. See note on m. 35. 
M. 44 b. NS does not ma~k the flat here, even though 
there is no Bb in the key signature. But there is a Bb 
{marked) an octave lower a few notes later, and this is 
probably just an error. 
M. 44 v. MS has A~, probably a mistake for B~ in 
this context. 
M. 46 v. MS has the first b·10 notes in the measure 
as sixteenth notes, which would leave the measure one 
eighth note short. From comparison to the bass, the first 
notes seem the ones most likely to have been eighth notes, 
unless there is a scribal omission. 
M. 52 v. MS has a full measure rest written. 
M. 54-55 b. The notes between the asterisks are writ-
ten in the MS in tenor clef. 
M. 66 b. These two notes are eighth notes in the MS 
but apparently they refer to the repetition of the beginning 
of the aria, where there are sLxteenth notes. 
~1. 172 - 175 b. The notes bet11een the asterisks are 





Even though cantatas of Scarlatti's period varied greatly 
in the number and form of the movements, these four cantatas 
exhibit a basic uniformity: each of them has two arias, 
with a recitative at the beginning and a recitative connect-
ing them. All of the arias are da capo arias, and they all 
possess the common form A-B-A. An example from one is the 
first aria of ~' I'-1itilde e morta, where A is measures 
22-41, and B is measures 41-59. 
Furthermore, the internal structure of the A part and 
the B part is very similar from aria to aria. Both the A 
and B parts contain two statements of the text: a1 and 
a2 , and b1 and b2• Horeover, in the first aria of every 
cantata, the A section begins and ends with sections con-
taining just basso continuo vd thout voice, '\'lhile the B 
section contains just the tNo statements b1 and b2 • In 
the second aria of each cantata, on the other hand, the pat-
tern is different. In them, both the A and B parts begin 
with a b:J.sso continuo part i'lithot·.t voice, and then have t~1e 
two statements of the text. This results in the follm'ling 
patterns: 
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First Aria Second Aria 
Continuo 1 continuo 




} bl bl B b2 b2 
Continuo continuo } al A al A a2 a2 
continuo· 
As can be seen, this difference in patterning results 
in the fact that the first aria of a cantata always ends 
with just a continuo bass part alone, while the second aria 
ends with voice. All the arias are remarkably uniform in 
retaining these patterns, with the only possible exception 
being the second aria in Crude ~~ empie stelle. There 
the manuscript, contrary to its normal practice, does not 
separate section A from B by a double bar line. Neverthe-
less, one would assume that the second section of continuo 
bass "t·li thout voice (measures 193-200) belongs to the B 
part, in conformity with the scheme outlined above, were it 
not for an additional oddity of this aria. Normally the B 
part of a:ny aria, regardless of which pattern it follO\'lS, 
begins with a key different from the key which ends the A 
part. In this aria, however, the second section of continuo 
bass l'lithout voice is in the same key as is a2• So if it 
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is assumed that this section belongs to part B, then the 
aria is anomalous in that part B begins in the same key that 
part A ends in. On the other• hand, the assumption that the 
section without voice beongs to part A would lead to an 
anomalous form for the ar•ia. So whichever decision is made, 
the aria is unusual. 
The structure of the keys used in the cru1tatas demon-
strates a fair degree of uniformity. The A section of every 
aria always starts and concludes in the same key, 1-.rhich is 
consequently the main key of the aria. The B section may 
begin in a variety of keys, but always ends in a key which 
is a perfect fifth above the main key, if the latter is 
minor; if it is major, then the B section ends in a key a 
third above or belm'l the main key. The patterns of the 
keys within the A and B sections, on the other hand, exhibit 
no significant uniformity within these four cantatas. 
An additional point ·Nhich should be mentioned is that 
in all the cantatas the time signature of the second aria is 
written~ in the manuscript, indicating that j_t is played at 
a faster tempo than the other sections. This possibly also 
ties in with the form of the second aria of each cantata, in 
which the A and B sections are equal in length, ru1d thus the 
second aria has a lighter form than the first. In this 
practice may be seen a forerunner of the classical sonata 
form, where the last movement, finale, is faster and lighter 
than the other movements. 
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Another interesting parallel to classical form is the 
fact that the second statement of the text in any cantata, 
either a2 or b2 , consistently contains an attempt to develop 
the motives of the first statement of the text and expand 
them. These developments contain modulations through a 
number of keys, and, most interestingly, also contain 
sequences. These sequences are both melodic and harmonic. 
Being quite progressive for this period, they are one of the 
reasons that Scarlatti is considered to foreshadow classical 
style. These sequences are one of the main ways that Scar-
latti effects his development of motives in the cantatas. 1 
These sequences come consistently and solely at the 
beginning of the a2 and b2 parts. The fact that they occur 
at the beginning of the a2 part in section A of the cantatas 
leads to a similarity with the later principles of the 
sonata form. In the sonata form, the first theme is stated 
in the movement's key, the next part modulates into a 
different key, then there is development of motives, followed 
by the restatement of the materials in the first key. The 
form is usually carefully balanced. The cantatas here, and 
especially the first part of the first aria, have a form 
which foreshadows some of these characteristics. Here a 
section containing continuo bass without voice begins the 
1 Examples of sequences may be found in Crudo ~~ emnie 
ste11e measures 43-60, 178-185, in Fiero acerbo destin 
measures 34-35, 46-47, and in J1 gen1o di Hitilde measures 
43-44, 60-62, and 169-172. 
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aria, the first statement of the text cadencing in a differ-
~ent key follows, the a2 section starts with development and 
concludes in the first key, and finally there is another 
section of continuo bass without voice, again in the first 
key. Furthermore, the a2 section contains a forerunner of a 
coda. The purpose is very likely to balance the a2 section: 
it contains an elaboration at its beginning with the devel-
~opment, and so the ending is also extended. This is done 
either by inserting a deceptive cadence before the real end-
ing (an example is in Crudo ~' empie stelle, measure 74), 
or by repeating the last segment of text a few times and 
prolonging the ending (an example is in Fiero acerbo destin, 
measures 178-193). 
Beyond its similarities with the sonata form, section 
A in these cantatas has a noticeable arch form. This is 
first evident in the voice part, in that the repetitions 
of the text are preceded and followed by sections of continuo 
bass without voice. But it also gains support from some 
evidence in the bass part. At first, Scarlatti used ground 
basses in his cantatas, not in the manner of the chaconnes 
by Handel and Bach, but more like Monteverdi's pieces in that 
they repeat in various keys, and that the start and finish 
of the voice and bass sections are not coordinated~ However, 
the voice and the bass sections begin with the same melody. 
An example of this sort of bass in these cantatas is in the 
first aria of Il genio di Mitilde. There, due to the fact 
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that the ground melody repeats six times -- three and three--
with a modulating section using fragments of the ground 
melody in the exact middle, the arch form of the aria is 
even more prominent. 
An interesting point is that Scarlatti, in the B sec-
tion of this aria, twice used inversions of the ground melody. 
This is a sort of motivic development. Indeed, later on 
Scarlatti began to move away from the ground bass form, by 
using segments of the ground melody in a type of motivic 
development (this being another way in which he is said to 
foreshadow classic motivic development). He then abandons 
the ground bass form and does not repeat the gro~~d melody, 
nor does he use the same melody in both the voice and the 
. 
bass. Instead, he begins to compose almost an independent 
bass line, which leads to the development of two-part 
counterpoint. 
Harmony 
Scarlatti is considered progressive not only in his use 
of form, but in several of his harmonic usages. One often 
mentioned is his employment of the diminished seventh chord, 
which indeed is striking. He used it not only as a result 
of voice leading, but for expressiveness, and as a result it 
occurs quite frequently in these cantatas. The diminished 
seventh chord, because it contains two tritones and \·las 
associated \'lith grief and anguish, is sometimes employed by 
~OJ 
Scarlatti to emphasize specific words by its sound. Good 
examples are the words ~ and. dolor in Amor, Hi tilde e 
morta, measures 1, 2 and 5. Thus, the diminished seventh 
chord may be used for the sake of its own sound and not 
just as a result of voice leading, though Scarlatti provides 
examples of the latter as well (Crudo amor, empie stelle, 
measure 2). 
A connected usage may be found at the beginning of two 
cantatas, whose text begins with words of anguish: Amor, 
Mitilde e morta and Fiero acerbo destin •. It is quite remark-
able in the music of this period to open a piece with a 
diminished seventh chord, and it is obvious that its use 
here is connected with the text. But there is something fur-
ther which should be noted about its usage. In each case 
there are, apparently, two diminished seventh chords half 
a step apart. This is not entirely clear i~ the figured 
bass which, in Amor, I1itilde ~ morta has Fitb~ going to 
F, ~~' and in Fiero acerbo destin has A~~ going to G# b7. 
6 #6 In each case, the ~4 or #4 could be a dominant seventh chord, 
but, as Dent says, "by comparing basses with voice-parts it 
is found to be a fairly general rule, though not an absolute 
one, that k~ implies the third inversion of the minor ninthn. 1 
In this way, one diminished chord can go to another 
diminished chord instead of resolving to a triad. Thus, 
1 Edward J. Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti (London: Edward 
Arnold Publishers, 1960), p. 141. 
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the listener, who associates the first diminished seventh 
chord with a key into which it normally resolves, is misled: 
the actual key is the one which resolves from the second 
diminished seventh chord. 
Another i'lay of shifting keys quickly using a diminished 
seventh chord is exemplified in Fiero acerbo destin, measures 
59-60. There, the diminished seventh chord G#-B-D-F, which 
is the vii07/ii in the previous key of G minor, becomes 
E#-G#-B-D, the vii07 of F# major. Scarlatti apparently 
realized the possibilities of using a seventh chord to 
modulate into any one of four different keys by re-spelling 
it. 
A common use of the diminished seventh chord by Scar-
latti is in the cadences of recitatives where vii
01 /V 
goes to V and then to the tonic. This results in the presence 
of tritones in the vocal line and bett'leen the bass and the 
voice. In the beginning measures of Fiero acerbo destin, 
there is an extensive use of the tritone interval which is 
worth mentioning. It opens with a tritone A-D# bet\'1een the 
bass line and the voice line, then uses B-F in the voice, 
then G-C# betNeen the bass line and the voice line, and E-AII 
in the voice, all one after the other (see example)). It 
is obvious that in the last example, Scarlatti uses so many 
tritones to stress the expressiveness of the text. 
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The use of diminished seventh chords and tritones is 
but-one example of how Scarlatti represents the text in the 
music. In his cantatas, it is not so much the mood of the 
piece as a whole that he tries to establish, but he attempts, 
rather, a representation of each individual word. He does 
so to the extent that it seems as if scarcely one note or 
harmony is used by Scarlatti if not for the purpose of de-
picting the text. It is interesting to note that Scarlatti 
is writing tm-mrd the end of an era, and in such fin de s::t~cle 
times we frequently find exaggeration of techniques and 
mannerisins in the music. A close parallel to Scarlatti • s 
extensive use of textual representation is the amount of 
textual representation found in madrigals from the end of 
the sixteenth century. 
One of the most striking examples of textual represen-
~06 
tation in late sixteenth century madrigals is the represen-
tation of the interjection ah. Similarly, in these cantatas 
the music expressing the I·J'Ord ah shm'ls some interesting 
traits. One of them is the change in harmony. In general, 
in the recitatives of these cantatas, triads are connected 
to each other by a number of connecting chords, such as the 
diminished triad, the diminished seventh chord, the dominant 
triad, or the dominant seventh chord, but triads do not fol-
lo't'T each other directly unless they are a perfect fourth or 
a perfect fifth apart, or a part of cadences (IV-V-I or ii-
V-I), or a third apart (e.g., at the beginning of a new 
' sentence, as in Amor, Hitilde ~ morta, measures 12-13, and 
in Il Genic di Hitilde, measures 3-4). Any other direct 
movement from one triad to another is exceptional, and yields 
a special effect. It is interesting to remark upon the fact 
that every use of an ah involves such a spe~ial effect. In 
Crude~~ empie stelle, measure 117, a C minor chord comes 
after a D major (or minor) chord (in measure 116) without 
any connecting chord between them. Similarly, in Il Genio 
di Hitilde, measure 9, a D minor chord follows an E major 
chord directly. Another special effect used especially 
with the \'lOrd ah may also be found in Il Genio di Mitilde, 
measure 9, where there is a syncopated rhythm 11 J in the 
voice. This is a sort of pictorialism: the syncopation is 
an attempt to reflect the actual pronunciation of the Nord 
ah. The same rhythm is also used in Fiero acerbo destin, 
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measure 61, where another interesting characteristic can be 
observed: the direct passage from F# major to E b~' whereas 
ft chords are normally prepared. The word ah in this mea-
sure is also emphasized by the movement from a chord with 
many sharps, F# - A# - C#, directly to a chord with no 
sharps, E - A - c. It is possible that for Scarlatti cer-
tain pitches and chords were associated with certain mean-
nings, and further investigation is needed into this area. 
In general, there are two main types of textual repre-
sentation in the music. One is the expression of a word's 
mood in the music, such as, for example, the use of dimin-
~ished seventh chords and tritones for words expressing 
anguish (dolor in Amor, Hitilde ~ morta, measure 5, and 
~in the same cantata, measure 1), or the use of two 
leading tones creating a diminished third on the same word 
(e.g. , A b - F# on the \'lOrd morta in Am or, Mit ilde e morta, 
measure 3). Furthermore, the word 1 s meaning can also be 
pictorially expressed in the music. Tomba, for instance, 
in~~ Mitilde e morta (measure 35), jumps do\'m an octave, 
and pace and tranguilla, in Il Genio di Mitilde, (measures 
140-144) have long peaceful notes. Notable also in this 
context is the use of melismas on the words canta and 
scherza in Il Genio di ~11 tilde (measures 79-80, and 81-82). 
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Am or, ~at i lc e ~ mort a 
Recitative: 
Amor, amcr, !'Ii tilde 8" morta, 
e s'egli ~ vero ch'un rio 
dolor no~ ritrovando 
uscita, suole involar la 
vita; amor, arnor tu ~ei 
mcrire, ed io lo spero; 
la bellezza nagior che 
fusse mai nel re~no tuo 
nerdesti, ed cr pian~er 
vorresti, ma per uiantc 
v ersarP occhi •wn hai; 
e intanto il tuc martir 
si f~ ni~ fiero o~de 
tu dei morire, ed io 
lo snero. 
Aria: 
~cri c~'adesso aver 
notrai nel MRrmo 
istesso di tcmba 
onore, ~e~ti la fama 
. -. 
Love, love, ~itilde is dead, 
and thus it is true that an 
evil sorrow, not finding a 
way out, usually steals life 
away; love, love must must 
die, and I aM honin~ for it; 
you lost the ~reatest beauty 
that was in your kingdom, 
and now you would like to 
cry, but you don't have eyes 
to shed tears; and so your 
suffering becomes more 
fiery, the suffering from 
which you must die, and I 
am hopi~g for it. 
Ycu are dying so that now 
you will have honor in 
the rnRrble of the tomb 
itself. ~ou hear the voice 
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che dice a noi questa that tells us that this iS 
si chiama l'urna called the (funeral) urn 
d 1 amore. of love. 
Recitative: . -. 
Ma se qual YJ.ume, :Sut if by soMe act of divi'1e 
onnoYJ.i di non esser will, ycu (successfully) oppose 
qua p:iu sop-;:retto being subject to death dNm 
a morte, freYlo here (on eart~), you imuose 
alla voce imno~i; a brake on the voice (cf fate); 
godi ti pur d'eternita enjoy your fate even throuFh 
la sorte; io godro nel eternity: I will enjoy i~ 
cor rHo vecer:do my heart seei~~ a EOd (Lcve) 
inerme a senza forze defenseless and without 
un Dio. strength. 
Aria: 
.... 
Piu noYl notrai, No lon~er will you be able, 
tiranno, rivcl~ere a oh tyraYJ.t, to utilize to my 
mio danY!o quel dardo e dama~e that dart and that 
quella face ch? m'arse flaMe that burned me a~d 
e Mi feri. La c~e wounded ~e. Since beautiful 
~itilce tella f~ ratta Mit\lde was carried off to 
alla sua stella, tuo her star, your arrow lies 
strale i~ frante ~iace, in sulinters, ~our flame 
la fiamma tua lan~ui. flickers out. 
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Crudo ~' emnie stelle 
Recitative: 
Crudo amor, emnie stelle, 
Irene ingrata, e dove 
conduceste l'infelice mio 
core, arso da un disnerato 
e fiero ardore, in quest' 
orrida selva oscura e folta, 
i~ cui altro n~~ ~iro che 
le senbianze orren~e 
della morte crudel che 
mi sovrasta; rivolgo 
errante il passo: o~n' 
erba, ogni tronco 
ed o~ni sasso che 
al guar~o s•apnresenta 
misero mi rammenta 
la morte mia suera~za, sl 
ch'altro non m1avanza 
che sciolta ri~irar 
l'alma oltraggiata. 
Aria: 
Nell'orror di questa 
selva io rimiro, ahi 
Cruel love, uitiless stars, 
Qngrateful Irene, where . -' 
have you lead my unhappy 
heart, burning with a despe-
rate and wild nas~ion, in this 
horrid, dark and thick wood, 
in which I can see nothing 
but the horrendous signs 
of the cruel death that 
hangs over me; (my) pPth 
wanders aimlessly: every 
blade of grass, every tree 
trunl.{, and e•,rer;y rock t~at 
prese~ts itself to my 
sight miserably reminds 
me of my dead hope, 
such that nothing keeps me 
going but the freed contem-
plation of my outra~ed soul. 
In the horror of this 
wood I see again, oh 
cruda sorte, 11 terror 
di quellR morte che 
mi da crudele amor. 
Veggio a~co dell' 
emnio fato le vicende 
ingrata e dure ch 1 11 
tenor di mie sventure 
fan piu acerbo col 
ri~or. 
Recitative: 
Saria contento o amore, 
rna sarPte 0 stelle, 
e tu ancor cruda Irene 
del mio morir in fra s) 
acerbe nene? 
rna pure in questa selva 
mostro v:on v 1 ~, ' ne 
belva che faMelicha 
corra ~ lacerarmi 
il seno; ah, si che 
basta sol quel rio veleno 
ch 1 il nensier disnerato 
stilla nel mesto core 
' a nocc; e basta si 
quel fr}co che 
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cruel fate, the terror 
of that death that 
cruel love gives me. 
I see again the harsh 
and unpleasant vicissitudes 
of pitiless fate that 
make r.1~r type of misfortunes 
even more bitter with 
their strength. 
My dyin~ aMidst such 
bitter nains woule make 
love happy, but would it 
make the stars, and you, 
Irene, still c~uel, happy? 
but yet in this forest 
there is no monster cr 
beast who, crazed with 
hun~er, runs to tear (my) 
breast open; ah, yes but 
tb.at evil poison which 
desperate thoughts slowly 
distill in (my) sad 
heart will be 1r. itself 
enough; ar.d that fire which 
vorace m'incende 
e mi distrugge in 
tormentoso affanno, 
crude stelle, emnia 
sorte, amor tiranno. 
Aria: 
Disnerato il mio nensiero, 
crudo P fiero, e l'ardo~) 
che mi co~su~a son 
tiranni del ~io cor. 
Quando al fin partira 
1 1alma, questa frpdda, 
inutil salma sara qui 
crudele esempio di 
chi siegue 11 Die 
d 1amor. 
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voraciously consumes me 
and destroys me in 
tormenting sorrow, 
cruel stars, pitiless 
fate, tyrannical love. 
My desnerate thoughts, 
·-· 
crue 1 and :· i ere e, and tl--le 
ardor wnich consumes me are 
the tyrant~ of my heart. 
When in the end (~y) soul 
will leave, this col~ 
useless caoaver will be 
here a cruel example of one 
who follows the God 
of love. 
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Fiero acerbo desti~ 
Recitative: 
Fiero acerbo destin dell' 
alma mia: ne~o, languisco, 
e more che lu~~ie dal mio 
se~o 11 bel ch 1acoro; 
e per maP"gio mio 
dcul, ner nu'i torme..,to, 
l'idol rnio non sa 
ancor che per lei 
more, ch'un inutil 
rossore, nciche dir mi 
vieto; non vuol 
ch'almenc se~ni un 
foglio a svelar 
l 1ardor ch'ho i~ 
sene, 
Aria: 
F~ nen cruoo il suo 
tormento palesa~do 
le sue p~ne un afflito 
amante ccr. Solo a me per 
un mome~to manca ancora 
insin la sneme di sconrir 
a lei/del sen l'ardcr. 
Proud, bitter destiny of my 
soul: I suffer, I languish, 
and I die since the beautiful 
one that I adore is far frcm 
my breast; and to (make) my 
sorrow greater, and my torne~t 
greater, my idol does not 
k~ow yet that I am dying 
for her, that it is a useless 
blush, since she forbade me 
to tell; she does not wish 
that I mark even a single 
sheet (of naner) to unveil 
the love that is in (my) 
heart, 
1he afflicted heart of a 
lover lessens its torments 
by disclosirg its suffering~. 
5ut I have net even thP 
hope of revealing my ardor 
to her for a sin~le 
mome11t, 
Recitative: 
Se palesar non posso 
all 1 idol mio l'i~cendio 
che m'accese 11 cieco dio, 
dite lo, ama~ti vo1, se 
udiste mai d'un alma 
innamorata una sorte uu~ 
cruda e disnietata; ah, 
ch 1amare e tacere e si 
fiero :martir sir"J:o colore 
che nel regno d 1amore 
I'\. . non v e ma~p1ore. 
Aria: 
~orrei sconrire il mio 
martire, rn~ d1r nol nosso 
n~ so uercr:e-. 
~el ~ran tor:mento 
morir me sento, e 
pur non chiedo nieta 
merce. 
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If I cannot show to my 
idol the fire that the 
blind god kindled in me, 
tell him, you lovers, if 
you have ever heard of a 
... 
more cruel and merciless fate 
for a soul ir. love; ah, 
there is no greater nain 
in the kingdom of love than 
to love and remain silent 
in fierce ago!'ly. 
I would like to reveal my 
sufferin~, but I cannot 
tell it, nor do I know why. 
In this ~reat torment 
I feel myself dying, and 
yet I do net ask :or pity 
at all. 
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Il szenio Q1 ~·:itilde 
Recitative: 
Il genio di Mitilde mente 
non v 1 ~ che pene rar si 
vanti; si strani ella ha 
i pensier; si varij i 
passi, che rende e lassi 
gl'arde~ti passi a 
secondarla intenti; 
ah, chi tant 1 oltre, 
chi pop:giar mni 
crede, d 1 o~oe nria 
si parti tornar si 
ved e. 
Aria: 
Tante in mar non h~ 
nrocelle tante in ciel 
non so~o stelle quante 
vc~lie h~ Mitilde nel suo 
cor. Mite all'or che 
Piu accarezza tutta 
scep:no noi disnrezza, 
do~a e top:lie quando voule 
e speme e amor. 
The ge~ius o~ Mitilde's mind 
is its ingenuity; 
so extravagant her 
thoughts; so wandering are 
her steps, that she mBkes 
those who would be intent 
in following her strange and 
weak; ah, he who has gone so 
far, he who thou~ht he would 
ever rest, who saw himself 
return to the nlace he had 
earlier left from. 
There are not rnany storms 
in the sea or stars in the sky 
as there are desires in 
Mitilde's heart. ~he is 
meek at the time when she 
caresses most, then 
full of disdain she despises, 
she gives an~ takes as much as 




Ella muove taler per vie Now, alone, she directs her steps 
' rornite solinga 1 passi a a:ong wild PRths, to breathe 
respirar trai boschi; the fresh air of the woods; . . 
POi sdeg~ando le selve then, disdaini~g the woods 
' ~ e gl'a~tri foschi a piu and the dark caves, she turns 
arneni soggiorni vol~e her stens toward more pleasant 
le piante ~ viver lieti spots, where she nay snend 
i ~iorni; quindi altera hanpy days, then, nroud 
e vezzosa in riccha and spoiled, oressed in rich, 
spoglia nampa di sua nompous clothes, she makes 
bellezza al euardo everyone's gaze nay homage 
altrui si rende corte se to her, she takes unto herself 
d'ogni cor gl'ossequi the tribute of every heart; 
prende; dolce canta favella she sneaks a sweet song ar1d 
e scherza e ride rna all'or jo~es anc lau8hs, but just at 
che di sneranza i cori the time when each heart is 
ingcrnbra toglie fugando filling with hope, she destroys 
di sneranza ogn'ombra. every shade~ of hope, and makes 
it flee. 
Aria: 
Cosi d'a~or lc strale Thus mny he who wishes to eY_joy 
fugga chi vucl gcder tranquil neace flee from the 
tranquilla pace. Che arrow of love. Because its 
il dardo suo fatale uccide fatal dart kills by means of a 
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